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We have investigated a simple model on which network topology and states of
nodes coevolve. Recently, Holme and Newman have proposed an adaptive voter model
(Phys. Rev. E 74, 056108). In this model, each node has one of G opinions (G is a
constant number). At each time step, randomly chosen node reattaches its link to
randomly chosen node having same opinion with probability φ, otherwise, adopts the
opinion of one of its neighbors with probability 1−φ. This model exhibits nonequilib-
rium phase transition from a regime in which almost all nodes have same opinion to
one in which the network splits into some groups having different opinion by changing
parameter φ.

To explain this phenomenon, we consider here the simplest case in this model,
namely, there are only two opinions. We have adopted a pairwise approximation to
this model. In this approximation, we describe the process of opinion propagation or
rewiring links as the time evolution of the number of the various types of connected
pairs where the number of triples of nodes is approximated by the number of pairs and
nodes, and, higher order structures are ignored.

The analytical results from the pairwise approximation indicate the existence of a
bifurcation. We find that this bifurcation strongly depends on the number of links in
networks, not only φ. The more links, the easier network is occupied by one opinion.
We can derive the phase diagram about φ and the number of links theoretically.



1 Introduction

In this decade, our knowledge on the structure of interaction in diverse area,
such as, social, biological or technical systems has been developed enormously
[1, 4, 9]. These complex networks have common features despite the diversity of
context in respective areas and many models have been proposed to reconstruct
these features [2, 12]. On the other hand, the dynamics on these complex net-
works have been investigated energetically and reported as these dynamics are
essentially different from one on random or regular networks [8, 10, 11]

In real networks, the links or connections between individuals are dynamic
entities rather than static, and, often interplay with the dynamics of individuals.
For example, in social networks, it seems that each individual attempts to make
a new connection to get a new job, information and so on, while a friction
breaks existing connections. On these dynamic structures, social interactions
such as opinion formation are occurred. In biological context, neural networks
are typical adaptive networks which optimize their structure under the influence
of neuronal activities. Of course, these structural changes affect the dynamics
of individuals strongly. Thus, the coevolution of individuals and connections is
one of the interesting and important topics. Several authors have investigated
models incorporating the coevolution and found nontrivial behaviors [3, 5, 13].

In this paper, we analyze such a coevolution network model. Here, we deal
with the model proposed by Holme and Newman [6]. (We call this HN model.)
HN model is a coevolution network model based on voter model and exhibits
nonequilibrium phase transition despite its simplicity. We show the phase dia-
gram can be derived by theoretical approach for the simplest case.

2 Model

First, we introduce original HN model [6]. Let us consider the random network
which consists of N nodes and K links. Each node holds one of G opinions. The
topology and states of nodes coevolve as follows. We choose a node i randomly
at each time step. If node i is isolated, we do nothing. Otherwise, we choose a
neighbor j of node i randomly, and,

1. with probability φ, reattach the link between node i and j to randomly
chosen node holding same opinion with node i; or

2. with probability 1− φ, node i adopts the opinion of node j.

Process 1 represents same opinion holders become connected — topology evolves.
Process 2 represents opinions change due to influence of neighbors — states of
nodes evolve. Due to these two processes, this system reaches a state consisting
of a set of connected components in which all members hold same opinion. If
φ = 0, there is no reattachment of links, therefore the initial structure of random
network is preserved. We assume the mean degree is greater than 1 so that the
network has one giant component. In contrast, if φ = 1, there is no opinion



changes and the giant component is destroyed by process 1. The network is
divided into a few component with mean size N/G since the initial assignment
of opinion is random. There is a sharp transition at some critical value φ = φc

where the giant component disappears. This model exhibits nonequilibrium
phase transition from a regime in which almost all nodes have same opinion to
one in which the network splits into some groups having different opinion by
changing parameter φ. The mechanism at this phase transition appears to be
different from the phase transition in a model of opinion formation on static
networks or the birth of giant component in random networks.

To investigate this phenomenon, we consider here the simplest case in this
model, namely, G = 2. We here apply a pairwise approximation to this model
[5, 7]. We describe process of this model as the time evolution of the number of
the various types of connected pairs and the number of opinion holders,

d[AA]
dt

=
(

PB→A[AB] + 2PB→A[ABA]− 1
2
PA→B [AAB]

)
(1− φ)

+PA→B [AB]φ, (1)

d[BB]
dt

=
(

PA→B [AB] + 2PA→B [BAB]− 1
2
PB→A[ABB]

)
(1− φ)

+PB→A[AB]φ, (2)
d[A]
dt

= (PB→A − PA→B)N(1− φ), (3)

where [X] is the number of nodes holding opinion X, [XY ] the number of X-Y
links and [XY Z] the number of X-Y -Z triplets (centered Y has X-Y and Y -Z
links) with respective states X, Y, Z ∈ [A,B], A and B are opinions each node
can hold. PX→Y denotes the probability that a node changes its opinion from
X to Y (X 6= Y ),

PX→Y =
[X]
N

[XY ]∑
W 6=X [XW ] + 2[XX]

, (4)

which corresponds to the product of the probability that the node holding opin-
ion X is chosen among all nodes and one that the X-Y link is chosen among
the links that the node holding opinion X has. The last term in Eqs. (1) and
(2) means the increase of the number of links due to process 1. Other terms
represent the effect of process 2. The factor 2 before term [ABA] implies that
the triplet A-B-A has two A-B links therefore the influence of [ABA] should
be doubled, while the factor 1

2 before term [AAB] is placed so that the effect of
probability PA→B is cut by half since the triplet A-A-B has two A nodes however
[AAB] has a meaning only if centered A is chosen. We approximate the number
of triplets as [XY X] = [XY ]2/2[Y ] and [XXY ] = 2[XX][XY ]/[X] where we
suppose that triplet are formed from two independent links. The number of
nodes and links are preserved, i.e., N = [A] + [B] and K = [AA] + [BB] + [AB],
thus Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) are closed.



3 Results

To analyze Eqs. (1), (2) and (3), we rewrite these equations using following
variables; u = ([BB] + [AA])/K, v = ([BB]− [AA])/K and w = ([A]− N

2 )/N
2 ,

du

dt
=

(1− u)2

1− v2

{
1 + vw +

K

N
(1− φ)(2− 3u + v2)

}
, (5)

dv

dt
=

(1− u)2

1− v2

{
(1− 2φ)(v + w) +

K

N
(1− φ)(1− u)v

}
, (6)

dw

dt
= −2(1− φ)

1− u

1− v2
(v + w), (7)

where 0 ≤ u ≤ 1,−1 ≤ v ≤ 1,−1 ≤ w ≤ 1. These equations have an unstable
fixed point at u = u0, v = 0, w = 0 where u0 ≡ 2

3 (1+ N
K(1−φ) ) and neutral stable

fixed points in u = 1 plain. If u0 > 1, this unstable fixed point “disappears”
since 0 ≤ u ≤ 1.
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Figure 1: Numerical solutions of Eqs. (5), (6) and (7) for various φ. The arrow in
figure shows the direction of time development of solutions. u0 = 0.733, 0.8, 0.984 for
φ = 0.0, 0.5, 0.79 respectively.

Fig. 1 shows numerical solutions of these equations for various φ with
N = 1000 and the mean degree k̄ = 10. At t = 0, u = 0.501, v = −0.01, w = 0.01
which indicates the opinion A holders are about half of all nodes but slightly



greater than the opinion B holders. We find that trajectories of solutions de-
velop almost parallel to u-axis at first, however, change their direction suddenly
at this unstable fixed point and finally go to the point u = 1, v = −1, w = 1
corresponding to the state that all node hold opinion A. Conversely, for φ > 0.8
which means u0 > 1, there is no sudden turn since this unstable fixed point
“disappears” so that the trajectory goes to the state in which the network is
divided into two components, one consisting opinion A holders and other con-
sisting opinion B holders. The existence of this unstable fixed point determines
the final state of this system.
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Figure 2: Phase diagram from the HN model. N = 1000, G = 2 and the number of
each opinion holders is N/2 at initial state. Open triangle indicates the size of largest
component at the end of simulation is greater than 0.9N , while filled triangle less than
0.9N . Dashed line shows u0 = 1.

Fig. 2 shows the phase diagram about φ and the mean degree k̄. Dashed
line in Fig. 2 shows u0 = 1, i.e., k̄ = 2

1−φ corresponding to the boundary of
the disappearance of the unstable fixed point. As can be seen, the boundary
of phase agrees with our expectation very well. Note that the disappearance of
the unstable fixed point predicts that φc = 0 at k̄ = 2 and there is no phase
transition for k̄ < 2, however, this prediction is not reasonable. In fact, φc > 0
at k̄ = 2 [6] and there appears to be the phase transition for k̄ < 2. We expect
that φc = 0 at k̄ = 1 since there is a giant component for k̄ > 1. It seems that
the calculation incorporating higher order structures improves the prediction



of boundary of phase transition rather than the pairwise approximation. Even
though, we believe we can explain the global behavior of this phase transition
by this analysis.

4 Conclusion and discussion

We have investigated a simple model on which network topology and states of
nodes coevolve. We have derived the phase diagram of the HN model in terms
of the pairwise approximation for the simplest case.

For G > 2, using the same approach, we can also derive time evolution
equations for the number of the various types of connected pairs and the number
of opinion holders as

d[XX]
dt

=
∑

Z 6=X

[(
PZ→X [XZ] + 2PZ→X [XZX]− 1

2
PX→Z [XXZ]

)
(1− φ)

+PX→Z [XZ]φ
]
, (8)

d[XY ]
dt

=
[
− PX→Y ([XY ] + 2[Y XY ]− 1

2
[XY Y ])

−PY→X([XY ] + 2[XY X]− 1
2
[XXY ])

+
∑

Z 6=X

{
(PZ→X + PZ→Y )[XZY ]− PX→Z [Y XZ]− PY→Z [XY Z]

}]
(1− φ)

−(PX→Y + PY→X)[XY ]φ, (9)
d[X]
dt

=
∑

Z 6=X

(
PZ→X − PX→Z

)
N(1− φ), (10)

where X, Y, Z are the one of G opinions and X 6= Y . If we approximate triplets
as product of independent pairs such as [XY Z] = [XY ][Y Z]

[Y ] , we obtain a closed
set of equations. One can find that Eqs. (8), (9) and (10) have a fixed point
at ([XX], [XY ], [X]) = (µ∗, ν∗, γ∗), which means that each opinion countervails
each other.

µ∗ =
2K(1− φ) + (G− 1)N

G(G + 1)(1− φ)
, (11)

ν∗ =
2[K(1− φ)−N ]
G(G + 1)(1− φ)

, (12)

γ∗ =
N

G
. (13)

Here we used N =
∑

X [X] and K =
∑

X [XX] +
∑

X

∑
X 6=Y [XY ]. The numer-

ical solution of these equations indicates that this fixed point is unstable.
If k̄ < 2

1−φ corresponding to ν∗ < 0 and µ∗ > K/G, this fixed point dis-
appears. Within this approximation, the phase diagram is same as for G = 2.



Thus, we expect that the behavior of the system with G > 2 is basically iden-
tical to the case G = 2. In fact, it seems that the value of G does not affect
significantly the critical value φc as far as k̄ is the same [6].

Eqs. (8), (9) and (10) have also trivial fixed points in the subspace with
[XY ] = 0 for every X 6= Y , which corresponds to that there are no pairs whose
opinions are different, namely, the final state of the HN model. The stability on
these fixed points are neutral, so that it may cause the power law size distribution
near the critical point as claimed in Ref. [6].

Next, we consider the average convergence time τ at the critical point. As
Fig. 1 shows, the trajectory of solution develops almost parallel to u-axis ap-
proaching to the unstable fixed point. Thus, we assume v = w = 0, dv

dt = dw
dt = 0

and solve Eq. (5) at φ = φc in order to estimate τ . Substituting φ = φc, i.e.,
u0 = 1, to Eq. (5), we obtain

t ≈ 1
6

1
(1− u)2

. (14)

Remembering u = ([AA] + [BB])/K and N nodes updates in the HN model
correspond to the unit of time in the present model, we can estimate τ as

τ ∼ k̄2N. (15)

In Ref. [6], they reported τ ∼ Nz at the critical point. In addition, Eq. (15)
suggests τ scales as k̄q. Further study about the scaling form of convergence
time near the critical point is one of our future works.
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